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Chapter 5

Risk-Neutral Valuation
5.1

Objectives!

The aim of this chapter is to provide essential background to continuous
time finance concepts and the standard risk-neutral valuation framework,
which is the cornerstone of the Black-Scholes option pricing framework. The
Black-Scholes framework is the benchmark pricing method for options. In
this framework we assume constant volatility of stock returns which leads
to the helpful property of a complete market model.
Empirical evidence shows that the constant volatility assumption is gen
erally incorrect. The GARCH option pricing model discussed in chapters
6 and 7 is an attempt to include stochastic volatility into the option pric
ing framework, the price is that the market model is no longer complete.
Although volatility is generally stochastic, it is important to know the risk
neutral valuation framework, since it is so widely used and because many of
the concepts are used in incomplete market models.
In this chapter only the bare skeleton of the risk-neutral valuation frame
work is given. For more complete discussions see [25], [4], [32] or any of the
many other similar books.
An introduction to continuous time stochastic calculus is given in sec
tion 5.2. The essential definitions of Brownian motion, martingales and Ito
processes are given. The proofs of the Ito formula, absolute continuous mea
sures and equivalent measures, the Radon-Nikodym theorem and Girsanov's
theorem are excluded.
Continuous-time finance concepts are briefly discussed in section 5.3.
Section 5.4 is the core section of this chapter. The risk-neutral valuation
framework is discussed under the assumption of constant volatility. Only the
proofs vital for a better understanding of the model investigated in chapters
6 and 7 are proved. Special attention is paid to the concept of the market
price of risk.
1 Suggested

reading: [4], [13]. [17), [26] and [32J.
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Essentials of Continuous-time Stochastic Cal
culus

5.2.1

Brownian Motion

DeHnition 5.2.1 Brownian motion, W t , is a real-valued stochastic process
satisfY'ing the following conditions:
1. Continuous sample paths: t

---+

l-Vt

P a.s ..

2. Stationary increments: Wt+s - W t has the same probability law for
any t E R+ 'llarying and

5

E

R+ ji.7:ed.

3. Independent increments: W t+s

W t is independent of

F t = o-(Wu, 'u, :5 t)

4. Wo =0

P a.s.

The probability law mentioned in point 2, will throughout this disserta
tion be the Normal distribution with mean zero and variance 5.

5.2.2

Martingales

DeHnition 5.2.2 In discrete time: An adapted process, (Mt)tEI, where I is
a countable index and E IlVltl < 00, ,is called:
1. A martingale if

E(Mt I Fs)

= Ms

Pa.s.

for all s, tEl, s :::; t.
2. A super-martingale if

E(Mt IFs) :::; Ms P a.s.
for all s, tEl, s :::; t.

DeHnition 5.2.3 In contin'uous time: An adapted process, (Mt)tER+, 'where
R+ is the posit'i'ue real numbers and, E IlVItl < 00 is called:
1. A martingale if

E (Mt IFs]
for all s, tEl,

= lVIs

5 :::;

P a.s.

t.

2. A super-martingale if

E (Mt IFs] :5 Ms P a.s.
for all

5,

tEl, s :::; t.
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Ito Process

Definition 5.2.4 A stochastic process, X t , is called an Ito process if it has
a.s. continuous paths and

Xo +

Xt

loT A{t,w)dt + loT B{t,w)dWt

(5.1)

where A{t,w) and B(t,w) are F t measumble,

r
./0

T

IA(t,w)1 dt

< 00

P a.s .

and

X t is also called the stock price process. In short hand notation

dXt = A{t,w)dt + B(t,w)dWt

Definition 5.2.5 A stochastic process, Bt , follows a geometric Brownian
motion if
dBt = BtJt(t,w)dt + Btu(t,w)dWt

5.2.4

Ito Formula (in I-Dimension)

Definition 5.2.6 Let X t be an Ito process as defined in equation {5.1}. For
the function

f(t,x) E d'([0,00) x JR)
the Ito formula is given by
af
1a2 f
2
&t dt + ax dXt + 28x2 (dXt)
8f
af 1 2 a2 J
8J
(at + A ax + "2 B ax2 )dt + B ax dWt
af

df

-

(5.2)
(5.3)

In integml notation this is:
aJ
8J 1 2& J
af
Jt = fo + ot (+ A+ -2 B -)dt
+ lot
B-dWt
2
&t
ax
ax
0
ax
lo

(5.4)
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Absolute Continuous

Definition 5.2.7 In ou'r probability space (0, F, P), probability measure PI
is said to be absolutely continuous with respect to P if
P(A)

= 0 =>

Pl(A)

=0

for all A E F. This i.s sometimes denoted by
PI « P

Theorem 5.2.8 Probability measure Pt is absolutely continuous with re
spect to P if and only if there exists an adapted random 'variable K such
that
PI (A)

=

i

K(w)dP

(5.5)

Proof. See Lamberton and Lapeul'£! [26}. •
Definition 5.2.9 The state price density is defined as
dPI
dP
thus from integral ( 5.5 )
dPI =K
dP

Definition 5.2.10 In the probability space (0, F) t'wo probability measures
PI and P2 are equivalent if
Pl(A)

=0

#

P2(A)

=0

for all A E F.( See Lamberton and Lapeyre [26j)

5.2.6

Radon-Nikodym

Theorem 5.2.11 Let measure Q be absolutely continuous with respect to
measure P. There then exists a random variable A ;::: 0, such that

and

(5.6)
for all A E F. A is P - a.s. unique. Conversely, if there exists a random
'IJariable, A with the mentioned properties and Q is defined by equation 5.6,
then Q 'is a probability measure and Q is absolutely continuous with respect
to P.

Proof. See [25] . •
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Risk-neutral Probability Measure

Definition 5.2.12 A probability measure, Q, is called a risk-neutral proba
bility measure 'iJ
1. Q is equivalent to the "real world" measure P.

2.

i

=

~ (~:!: 1Ft)

Jor all t, r E JR+.

In this definition, B t is the deterministic price process of a risk-free asset,
where

(1 r(S)dS)
t

Boexp

Bt

The variable 1'(t) is the short rate.

Girsanov's Theorem in One Dimension

5.2.8

Girsanov's theorem is used to transform stochastic processes in terms of
their drift parameters. In option pricing, Girsanov's theorem is used to find
a probability measure under which the risk-free rate adjusted stock price
process is a martingale.

Definition 5.2.13 A Junct'ion J(s, t) E v(s, t) 'iJ
J(t,w): [0,00) x

n

---?

R

and the Jollowing holds:

1. (t, w) ---? f (t, w) is B x F -measurable, where B is the Borel set.o; on
[0,00)
2. f (t, w) is adapted

3. E

[JI f(t,w)2 dt] < 00

Theorem 5.2.14 Girsanov's theorem. Let X t E :R be an Ito process, oj the
Jorm
dXt

= {3 (t, w) + O(t,w)dWt

with t :::; T < 00. Suppose that there exist a v(t,w)-process 'u(t,w) E JR and
a(t,w) E lR such that
O(t,w)u(t,w)

= (3(t,w)

- a(t,w)
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Since we are only looking at the one dimens'ional case

u(t,w)

(f3(t,w) - a(t,w»
O(t,w)

We further assume that

(5.7)
Let

(5.8)
and

dQ

(5.9)

MrdP

We then ha'ue that

t

W = Wt +

1t

'It

(s,w) ds

is a Bro'l1JTl,ian motion with respect to Q. X t in terms of Wt is

dXt

a(t,w) +O(t,w)dWt

Mt ,l.S a martingale.
Proof. See Oirsano'U theo'rem II, Oksendal {27}. •

Remark 5.2.15 Result 5.9 is equivalent to

for all Borel measurable sets B on C [0, T].

5.3

Continuous-time Finance Essentials

This section contains a short summary of vital continuous-time finance con
cepts. For complete discussions on continuous-time finance see Bjork [4],
Lamberton and Lapeyre [26] and Steele [32].
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Self-financing

Definition 5.3.1 A tmding stmtegy is called self-financing if the value of
the portfolio is due to the initial investment and gains and losses realized on
the subsequent investments. This means that no funds are added or with
dmttm from the portfolio.
Theorem 5.3.2 Let </J = (HP, Ht)O<t<T be an adapted process of portfolio
we'ights satisfying
- 

loT IHPldt+ loT H~dt < 00 Pa.s.
Then the discounted value of portfolio Vi (</J) = HPf3t+HtSt namely,
Vi (</J) /f3 can be expressed for all t E [0, T] as

lit (</J) =

Vo (</J)

+ lot HudSu

lit (</J) =

Q a.s.

if and only if </J is a self-financing stmtegy.

Proof. The product of Vi (</J) and with the bond process f3 yields
Vo (</J)

Va (</J) + lot

since the process
Vi (</J) as

Vi (</J)
a change in

=

+ lot ~t dVi (</J) + lot Va (</J) d ~t + (Vi (</J), ~t)

Jt

doesn't have a stochastic tenn. Since we can express

HPf3 t + HtSt

Vi (</J) can be expressed by

dVi (</J) = H?df3t + HtdSt
thus

•

~t dVi (</J) + lot VB (</J) d ~t
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Admissible Trading Strategy

Definition 5.3.3 A trading strategy is admissible if it is self-financing and
if the corresponding discounted portfolio, Vi -is nonnegative and SUPtE[O,T] Vi
is square integrable under the risk-neutral probability measure Q.

5.3.3

Attainable Claim

Definition 5.3.4 A claim is attainable if there exists an admissible trading
strategy replicating that claim.

5.3.4

Arbitrage Opportunity

Definition 5.3.5 An arbitrage opportunity is an admissible trading strat
egy, such that the value of the portfolio at initial-ization, V (0) = 0 and
E[V(T)] > O.

5.3.5

Complete Market

The completeness of a market can be defined in terms of the risk-neutral
probability measure or in terms of the attainability of a contingent claim.

Definition 5.3.6 Under no arbitrage conditions, the market model is com
plete if and only if every cont-ingent claim is atta-inable.
Theorem 5.3.7 The market model is complete if and only if there exists a
unique risk-neutral probability measure.
Proof. See Pliska [28] . •

5.4

Risk-Neutral Valuation under Constant Vola
tility

The aim of this section is to introduce the notion of risk-neutral valuation.
The process of risk-neutral valuation is as follows:
1. In section 5.4.1 a simple stock price process is evaluated. A solution
to this process is found and its distribution is discussed. The solution
is obtained by applying the Ito process.
2. The next step, in section 5.4.2, is to evaluate the discounted stock price
process. We get the discounted stock price process by discounting the
solution to the original process in step 1 and then utilizing the Ito
formula in reverse order.
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3. This new process still has a trend. The so-called risk-neutral measure
and related Brownian process is derived with Girsanov's theorem in
section 5.4.3.

4. A wide-class of options are priced under risk-neutral valuation in sec
tion 5.4.4.

5.4.1

The Stock Price Process

It is generally assumed that stock prices follow geometric Brownian motion,
under the real world measure P,
(5.10)

where f.t E R and So, u E R+, W t is Brownian motion and the process is
defined on [0, T].
A solution, St, to this equation can be found with the help of Ito's
formula. Let f(t, x) = In(x). It follows from section 5.2.4 that f(t, x) E
0 2([0,00) X R). Fortunately, if we assume that St E R+, we can define
f(t, x) E 0 2([0,00) X R+). From (5.4) we have2

~2-dSt2

1 dS

dln(Sd

St
-

2Sl

t

1

St (Stf.t dt + StudWt)

112

-'2 Sf (Stf-tdt + StudWt)
-

1 2
f.tdt + udWt - 2u dt

-

(f.t -

~u2 )

dt + udWt

which in integral notation is

In(St)

-

In(So) + lot (f.t -

-

In(So)

+

(f.t

~u2 )

~a2 )

t

du + lot adWu

+ aWt

(5.11)

The solution, St, is
(5.12)
21n this chapter the drift 1-', the variance IT and the risk-free interest rate r are all
defined in terms of the same time period for instance 1 year.
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Thus by assuming that the stock price follows the geometric Brownian
motion described in equation 5.10, we are also assuming that the stock price
process is lognormally distributed. There are ample empirical evidence to
support this assumption. This means that from equation 5.11

5.4.2

The Discounted Stock Price Process

The next aim is to find a probability measure under which St
Stl B t is
a martingale, called the risk-neutral probability measure. The discounted
process
(5.13)

where Bt = ef't and r is the constant risk-free rate of interest.
To get the stochastic process driving St = StC-rt, we again use Ito's
formula

df (t, St)

-

dSt
d (Ste-rt)
-rSte-rtdt + e-rtdSt
-1'Stc-rtdt + e- rt (Stf..tdt

+ StO'dWt )
rt
(f..t - 1') Ste-rtdt + e- StO'dWt

(f..t - r) Stdt

+ StO'dWt

thus
(5.14)

In integral form this is

5.4.3

Girsanov's Theorem Applied

It's clear that the process St has a trend, (f..t - r) St. This trend causes St
not to be a P-martingale (a martingale under probability measure P).
The risk-neutral probability measure is fowld by employing Girsanov's
theorem. By using the notation of the Girsanov theorem in section 5.2.8,
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we can define, for the process Bt ,

u(t,w)

=

(p. - r) St

Note that a(t,w) == 0 (in the sense of theorem 5.2.14 ) and 'u(t,w) '1I.
is a finite scalar sinc.e we assumed that q is strictly positive. The result of
this is that condition 5.7 is met and u E v (t,w).
lvIt was defined in equation 5.8, as follows
Mt

ex p ( -It,u(s,w)dWt-lt u 2 (s,W)dS)

In this case, for u(t,w) =

'lL

The new mea.CJure, the risk-neutral probability measure can be defined as

We can define a new process

which is a Q- Brownian motion. The original process,

Bt , in terms of Wt

is

(5.15)

Remark 5.4.1 The scalar u(t, s) = (p~r) is also A;no'urn as the market price
of risk. If p. = r then the investor is called risk-neutral and dP dQ. Under
the measure Q we price instruments as if they are risk-neutral.

5.4.4

Pricing Options under Constant Volatility

Theorem 5.4.2 The option price at time t defined by a nonnegative, F t 
measurable random 'llariable h such that

is replicable and its 'llalue at time t is gi'uen by
(5.16)
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Proof. Lets assume there exists an admissible trading strategy fjJ =
(HP,Ht)tE[o,T] replicating the option. The value of the replicating portfolio
at time tis

The discounted value of the process at time t is

Yt =

e-l't Vt

o

Ht +HtSt

Since no new funds are added or removed from the replicating portfolio, the
portfolio is self-financing, by theorem 5.3.2 we can write the portfolio as

by equation 5.15 we can write

By the assumption of an admis..,ible trading strategy we have by theorem
5.3.3 proved that SUPtE[O,T] Vi!? is square integrable. It can then be proven
(see Lamberton and Lapeyre [26]) that if

FP [SUPtE[O,T] V?]

< 00

then
(5.17)
Further, there exists a unique continuous mapping from the class of adapted
processes with property 5.17 to the space of continuous :Ft martingales on
[0, T]. We thus have that

Yt = EQ [VT I Ft ]
and hence
(5.18)
which is a square-integrable martingale.
We have assumed that there exists a portfolio replicating the option, an
admissible trading strategy can easily be found by the use of the martingale
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representation theorem (see Lamberton and Lapeyre [26]). By the mar
tingale representation theorem there exists a square integrable martingale
under Q with respect to :Ft such that for every 0 ~ t ~ T,

and that any such martiugale is a stochastic integral with respect to W,
such that

where'11t is adapted to :Ft and

By letting Ho
M t - HtSt and
financing tradiug strategy. _

5.4.5

Ht

=

1Jd (a St)

we have foruld a self

The Black-Scholes Formula and Implied Volatility

The Black-Scholes formula for a European put option is a solution to equa
tion 5.16 when

Black and Scholes (1973) and Merton (1973) proved that this as a solutiou
t.o t.he Black-Scholp~'1 pm-tial diJferent.i~ equat.ion (pde). A mart.ingale proof
was later discovered. For the derivation of the pde proof for this fomlUla see
Black and Scholes [5], for a martingale proofs see Lamberton and Lapeyre
[26] and Steele [32]. The Black-Scholes formula for a European put optiQU
at time t is

where
d _ In (So/X)
1 -

+ (r + !( 2 ) T

u..jT

and

III this formula K is the strike price of the option and N (.) is the cmnulative
normal di..,ttibut.ion. The risk-free int.ereRt rate l' and t.he variance (f2 are
both annualized.
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Volatility is the only parameter of the Black-Scholes formula that isn't
directly observable. Implied 'llolatility, (j, is the solution to the following
prohlem

where pBS ((j) is the estimate of the put option as a function of implied
volatility and P is the market value of the put option at time t.

